
tion;.of course, but the fact is that, following the. acci- 
dental drowning of Mary Jo Kopechne, the long sequence 
of actions and omissions by the Senator and his family, 

friends, advisers, lawyers and even the court and the 

press, have struck a dismaying blow to his heretofore 
promising political future. Nearly everyone involved 

seems to have cooperated to escalate a tragic accident 

imto a full-scale disaster. Disclosures have been made 
to seem sinister, silences to seem guilty, and the rash, im- 

pulsive, understandably ill-considered acts of the central 
figure have been made to appear as disingenuous attempts 

to conceal, deceive, or mislead. 
. We sympathize deeply with the Kopechne family; we 

sympathize also with the Senator and his family who, 
counting the cost of a moment’s inattention at an un- 
marked bridge, must be finding it unbelievably high. 

Condolences are also in order for the millions of disaf- 

fected Democrats, young and not so young, who have 

been looking to- Mr. Kennedy to Jead them through con- 
vention and election in 1972. Predictably, the Democrats 
of Massachusetts have rallied to support of one of their 
own. But in the rest of the country it is another matter; 

at is doubtful that the Kennedy name, for some time 
to come, will have its former appeal. Honest disbelief, 

jealousy and resentment, and the persuasion that the 

terrible jam he is now in must be largely of the Senator’s _ 

own making, have been getting in their work. 

The events preceding and following the death of Miss 

Kopechne, even the time and exact manner of her death, 
have not been ascertained and made known. Many ques- 

tions which should have been answered as a matter of 

course in circumstances such as these have not even 

been asked. It is understandable, perhaps, that local 
authorities would hesitate to question aggressively a 

“Senator of their state or his associates. It is much less 
undegstandable Ahsicige press would not do so, yet at 

this whiting they have not. But it is beyond belief entirely 
why, answers—-complete and satisfactory ones—to the ob- 
vious questions in this case have not been forthcoming 
voluntarily from those who participated in the events. 
A few of the unresolved matters: 

(1) The car turned sharply off the macadam road 
leading to the ferry dock, onto a narrow dirt road, and 
proceeded to the bridgé more than half a mile away. 
One may imagine a number of innocent or understand- 
able teasons why Senator Kennedy made this detour, 
and doubtless the real cause is among them. But it 
could not have been a mistake: nobody in condition to’ 
drivé-a Car could confuse a dirt road With a macadam: 

one. Why did not the Senator, in all candor, explain this 
diversion? Was he advised not t0-d0 86, and by whom? 
The worst possible constriction iS beg put on his lack 
of frankness here, as was inevitable. 

-Sist he take one of the available boats. Why, indeed, did. : 
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point ‘where the’Car lay. The Since the entire jslarid is made’ of 
gives credit'to» Messrs. Markharn-and::Ga 
dived” ‘at “risk to their lives” in “an” dttem) 

id. be ‘more appropri 

y stand, it would appear that the only 
was an hazard was that of the girl trapped. in: 
Mr. Kennedy’s graciousness’ seems ill - bestowed 
one wonders if he was reminded Jater, ‘when, 
had wom off, of the great risks taken: by his 

(3) There is no disputing, however, the 
run by a man who, having undérgone @ ‘severe trauma: 
a blow on the head, intense physical effort, and ‘with ‘hi 
back in a brace, plunges in the dark into-a tidal chanel’ 
and swims unaided 150. yards to the other. side. “Eis 
chances of making it would have been nil. Had=1 
rent, which in Edgartown runs fast, not. been'a 
Stage around 1:48 A.M. One wonders. why ‘his’ friene 
who hid so récently been “risking their lives? in a v 
ture so much less hazardous, did not restrain him and. 

they allow him to go off alone into the night? rc 
(4) The most crucial question of ail is why: the police - 

were not informed, either immediately or’ within the 
hour. Had this been done, there is some indication that 
the girl might have been saved with the equipment. and. 
manpower which could have been brought up; medi 
Opinion is said to estimate the time of death around 6 

A.M. and persons have bee Kiown to" stay” alive for 
hours in sunken automobiles. Mr. Kennedy, understand- 

ably and by” WT admission, was in.a state of shock 
and confusion, and: cannot be wholly blamed’ “for qh 

failure—which he himself called “indefensible.” How ‘det 

. fensible, then, is the inaction of two men, in full posses- 

sion of the facts, not in any state of shock, trained in the 

law and politically astute? The legal technicality 

trotted out to explain the failure to do this obvious, neces- 

sary and vital act is that a lawyer in Massachusetts 

cannot take action without the consent of his client. This » 

seems monstrous, A life was at stake. Kennedy was not 

a client to these men. He was their friend. They proved 

no friends to him. . , 

Senator Kennedy has been tragically ill-served. His 

‘televised statement to the people of Massachusetts, 

presumably largely the creation of the high-caliber ad- 

visers who came and went in Hyamis through the week 

following the accident, was perhaps sufficient to enlist the 

voters of his state to his support. But it was woefully in- 

adequate to the needs either of justice on Martha’s Vine-



yard, or to the demands which. this country makes of a. 
potential President, He will know this soon enough. 

He cannot initiate another statement, of course, but 
‘some things could be done. Markham and Gargan could 
be sharply interrogated by authority empowered to de- 
mand answers, instead of the insolence meted out to the 

- press. District Attorney Dinis’ call for an imquest is a con- 
structive step. And Senator Kennedy could make use 
of the press to let the whole story be known. That is 
easily arranged, and until it is done the Kennedy haters 
will continue to have a field day, and the future of a 
young man wit has already proved himself a valuable 
legislator and whose prospects were exceedingly bright 
will continue to dwindle away.


